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I grew up in Victoria having
always noticed totem poles.
But, I confess, I never looked
closely at them. I wonder
how many people who
cluster before the poles at
Brockton Point really do.
What, for instance, is going
on with the guy on the right?
Is he just happy to see us?
Actually, he’s riding a killer
whale, who doesn’t seem at
all pleased with his freeloading companion. But that,
like much of this amazing art,
is open to interpretation.
At least to my eyes.

Hard to know
whether this was
deliberately intended,
but the strategically
placed log in front of
the totem bears an
uncanny similarity to
a harbour seal.

GOOD-BYE TO ALL THIS
Few tears will be
shed when this
building at Bute
and Melville bites
the dust, to be
replaced by a
condo tower as
the Golden
Triangle converts
to residential.

Designed by Blair MacDonald of
McCarter Nairne & Partners (the
firm credited for, believe it or not,
the art-deco Marine Building of
1929), this one was done in 1968 in
the Brutalist style (yup, that’s what
they called it) and was known as
the Moore Office Building.
It may nonetheless retain a certain
immortality. The Fraser Institute
once occupied offices here, and its
early publications were covered,
appropriately, with a stark blackand-white graphic of the façade.

Across the street, the Pender Building will be dusted
as well. Another condo tower, of course.

The building has a
certain mid-60s
sleekness. But its Bute
Street façade won’t be
missed.

A New Commercial High Street for
Triangle West and Coal Harbour?
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1211 Melville
The Melville

The 500-block
Bute Street could
be home to a
major store in the
base of one the
towers, serving as
an anchor with the
Urban Fare
supermarket to be
constructed at
Bute and Cordova.

The Planning Department would like to see the
conversion to retail of the blank walls that line the blocks
in between, thereby creating a contemporary version of
the streetcar village. This would correct a major mistake
made by the City when it neglected to plan for a high
street to serve Coal Harbour and Triangle West.

A sign of things to come? Webbing and
scaffolding surround the Sandpiper (1740
Comox), a condo tower built in 1976 by
Daon. Its envelope is being repaired and
windows replaced at a cost of $3 million.

SCEENE
Bike Month / Clean Air Day
Pancake Breakfast

Smart Growth B.C.
staffer Kevin McNaney
demonstrates
the electric bicycle.

City Engineer Jim Hall expresses appreciation for
city planner Frank Ducote

CBC host and cyclist
Paul Grant

TransLink planner Clive Rock
BEST Bike Month
organizer
Richard Campbell

GVRD planner
Ken Cameron

TransLink
planner Greg
Yeomans

… And a Horde of Flipping
Politicians

MP Stephen Owen

Councillor
Peter Ladner

MLA Lorne Mayencourt, with
TransLink CEO Pat Jacobsen

Park
Commissioner
Suzanne Anton

MP Libby Davies

Councillor
Fred Bass

MLA Joy MacPhail

Best wishes from Price Tags to Cheeying Ho, Executive
Director of Smart Growth B.C., who began her maternity
leave with a (mostly) surprise party last Monday.

Cheeying

Shane Simpson of SMBC and
Marion Town of BEST

Mother, child and cake

RESPONSES FROM OUR READERS

Issue 30 - The Koolhaas library in Seattle
Frank Ducote

Having not yet been to Seattle to
see the new Library, I'll keep both
Mary Jo's and David Sucher's words
in mind. It is worth noting that all of
the former's comments relate to the
enjoyment of the building from the
user's perspective, while the latter
talks about the larger and more
difficult issue of contribution to the
urban fabric and animation (or not)
of the street.

As Mary Jo notes, it is marvelous that a vertical structure has
successfully eliminated the need for stairs, escalators and
elevators. This sounds like the most exciting part of the whole
structure and one's experience of it. I also commiserate with
David's lament about the "starchitect's" (and his/her client's)
obsession with the individual object (the Bilbao effect), rather than
a concern for the larger fabric of cities.
A large public library is probably one of the few institutions today
that might get away with bending these rules, since people
are predisposed to loving them, especially with the budgets they
command! I hope it wears well over the long term and that
Seattleites continue to love and use it, just as Vancouverites tend
to love and use our own main library, architects notably excluded.

Cardero Street, south of Robson

The West End has about the same population density as
Paris or parts of Manhattan. From here, you’d never know.
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